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Tellurene (Te) is an emerging 2D anisotropic semiconductor, with fascinating electronic and optical properties 

that differ dramatically from its bulk counterpart, which has come to us owing to its unique chained structures. 

Te is the 2D form of tellurium and it was proposed by theoretical calculations and then verified by experiments 

in 2017 [1]. The main intent of this work was to provide a better understanding of the evolution of the physical 

properties of Te with increasing number of layers. Indeed, the lack of systematic and clear studies in this sense 

has made this research an opportunity to try putting the pieces together.  

By means of ab-initio calculations, using Density Functional Theory, structural relaxations, electronic band 

structures and optical properties calculations have been carried out for different allotropic forms (α-, β- and γ-

phase) using the Quantum ESPRESSO integrated suite [2]. All calculations were performed with and without 

the inclusion of spin-orbit corrections (SOC). Comparing the few available information [1, 3] with the results 

obtained, an overall qualitative and quantitative agreement was found for all the studied systems. Finally, using 

an analytical model for 2D materials [4, 5], we have evaluated the excitonic binding energy and radius [6, 7] for 

the α-phase of bilayer tellurene.                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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Fig. 1. From left to right: (1) total energy per Te atom as a function of the number of layers for the three different studied phases; (2) bilayer configuration 

of the three phases from different orientations; (3) electronic bandgap as a function of the number of layers for the three studied phases. 

 

Fig. 2. From left to right: (1) in-plane absorbance comparison for increasing number of layers for stable α-phase; (2) numerical solutions of the 2D exciton 

model for various systems. Results for 2L α-Te are original.Credits to [6, 7]. 

 


